
Don’t Shut the Door on Web-Related Sales

Anyone who doesn’t know we
are living in the information
age is living under a rock and

a pretty big rock at that. Most con-
sumers today consider the internet a
must-have tool when they need to
find information, products and even
entertainment. The internet is a well
used path between the consumer
and the products they want or infor-
mation they seek. In order to take
full advantage of this attention get-
ting phenomenon the sporting
goods retailer needs to place himself
directly in that path. At first glance
that seems like simply establishing a
website for your business. However
today’s web-surfing consumers are
savvy and impatient. The danger in
putting up a website without think-
ing the process through carefully is
that it not only may not bring addi-
tional business to your door; it could
actually drive it away.

“Most people think that all they
have to do is put up a website and money will fall from
the trees,” said Curt Jazwiecki, President of Outdoor
Business Network. “Unfortunately this is not necessarily
true. That approach makes as much sense as going
through the woods shooting arrows at random and hop-
ing you will hit a big buck. You need a plan and proper
preparation to be successful at hunting and the same
logic applies to the development of a website for your
business.”

“I believe that every archery or sporting goods deal-
er needs a properly constructed website,” Jazwiecki
stressed. “A good website can not only dramatically
increase business flow and attract new customers; it can
also keep existing customers constantly returning to the
site for the latest information on equipment, activities
and sales promotions.”

The one thing that came through loud and clear
while ArrowTrade was gathering information for this fea-
ture was just how similar designing an internet site is to
purchasing and setting up a bow; it is best left to the
experts. Gunter Volders, President of Intelmarx, a web
designing group said, “I don’t sell sporting goods and few

sporting goods dealers are equipped to design websites.
It makes the most sense for each of us to use our exper-
tise for what we know best.”  Jazwiecki couldn’t agree
more. “I am a bowhunter and I am sure I could set up my
own equipment but I would rather leave that to the pro-
fessionals at the pro shop. When they do it I know it is
done right and I am not wasting my time trying to figure
it out. That means I can be more productive spending
my time doing what I do best. In the case of the archery
pro shop owner that means selling more equipment and
servicing their customers.”

It is difficult if not impossible for someone who is not
a professional in the technology field to keep current with
latest development and changes in web design. While
researching this feature I was bombarded with terms
among which were the likes of HTML, Java Script, PHP and
CMS and sounded like a host of military acronyms which I
must admit I never really understood. Current full featured
professional web software that is full of terms like these
and many others to difficult to describe can easily cost
$15,000 to $20,000 making it cost prohibitive for someone
who chooses to design their own website. 
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Curt Jazwiecki, President of Outdoor Business Network, is a bowhunter whose business
also works within the archery and sporting goods industry. Outdoor Business Network has
designed websites for many sporting goods dealers and archery pro shops as well as man-
ufacturers and distributors. The contact information for the Outdoor Business Network is
www.outdoorbusinessnetwork.com or by phone at (800) 699-0820.

By John Kasun, ArrowTrade Business Editor  
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“Most people think designing a web-
site is simple,” Jazwiecki explained. “When
approaching a client I often hear com-
ments such as, ‘Oh, my son’s roommate at
college is doing that for us or my buddy
says he has some software we can use; it
shouldn’t be that hard.’  It is important to
remember that your website is a direct
representation of your business. If proper-
ly done it can attract people, however, if
not done correctly it can drive potential
customers away. For those unfamiliar with
website design the learning curve can not
only be steep it can be costly not just in
terms of money and time wasted but by
the bad impressions a poorly designed site
can cause among potential customers.
When it comes to developing a website it is
important to remember the old saying,
‘You only get one chance to make a first
impression.’”

Today’s consumers are better
informed than at any other time in history
but they are also much more impatient. Therefore it is
important that your website catches their attention
quickly, is informative, easy to negotiate and unclut-
tered. Your website must be an extension of your store
image. All logo’s and color schemes should be consistent

on all signs, business cards, and advertisements and
reflected on your website as well. Remember the con-
sumer is visiting your website for a specific reason, most
likely to get your store location, hours or contact infor-
mation. They may be on-line with you to learn about the

products you carry or to place an e-commerce
order. The easier your website allows that to happen
the more successful your site will be and the more
business it will generate. While having a elk bugling,
a flight of ducks passing overhead or a turkey gob-
bling in the background might seem like a great
opening when someone clicks on your website does
it really make sense?  These gimmicks might be
entertaining once or twice but for repeat visitors
they are a waste of time and can become irritating
without serving a real purpose. Quick, clean, easy
and user friendly should be the goal when designing
a website.   

A common error often made when establishing
website links is not opening each link in a separate
window. Let’s say for a moment that you sell
Mathews bows in your shop and you establish a
Mathews link on your website. Any consumer visit-
ing your site can then click on the Mathews link to
check various bow models and specifications. When
they are finished with their research on the
Mathews site and click the “close button” you want
them to automatically return to your home page. To
do this it is necessary for you to ensure every associ-
ated link on your site is in a separate window. If they
are not in separate windows when the customer
closes the link he will also close your website. This
means for him to continue searching your site he
needs to log back on which can be frustrating and
could actually cause them to simply give up.

Websites can take several different forms and

Aaron Fetter is a Web Designer and Development Expert for the Outdoor Business
Network and works closely with clients to develop a website designed specifically
for their needs. A sign behind his desk that states, “Put your website on target,”
sums up the goal anyone establishing a website should be aiming for.
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each dealer must decide on which format is best suited for
their needs and application. While different website develop-
ers have different concept and approaches Jazwiecki breaks
his offerings down into three easy to understand packages.

“Our Basic Dealer website is an informational site,”
Jazwiecki explained. “The site offers contact information,
directions, hours of operation and a listing of products and
services offered. The site consist of up to five custom
designed pages and an unlimited number of pages for infor-
mation the dealer wants to include such as trophy pho-
tographs, shooting and tuning tips or any other such infor-
mation that they feel would draw viewers back to the site to
check new listings or information. Cost for this service can be
as low as $795 for set-up with a $19.95 monthly charge.”

“The next step up includes all of the features in our Basic
Dealer package plus E-Commerce,” Jazwiecki continued.
“The E-Commerce site allows any dealer with an account at
Kinsey’s, Papes or Jakes to upload that distributor’s catalog
directly onto their website including automatic updates
when new items are added. This feature allows the dealer to
offer people visiting the website the ability to not only view all
of the products available but to hit a ‘Buy Now’ button and
actually make a purchase on-line direct from the dealer. The
dealer has the ability to automatically adjust the mark-up on
the items offered on his website and can change that mark-
up as he sees necessary. This package includes one hour per
month of free consulting time and cost $1,495 to set up with
a maintenance cost of $195 per month.”

“The third level we offer is our Custom Web
Development,” Jazwiecki added. “The Custom Web is just
what the name implies. The client gets all of the above listed
features plus blogs, contest, customer profiles, surveys or
other customized built in features desired.”

“Whatever level our clients chose the process always

57Circle 279 on Response Card

These are some examples of home pages designed by Outdoor Business Network for the firm’s clients. These and other website sam-
ples are available on its website www.outdoorbusinessnetwork.com
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starts the same,” Jazwiecki stressed. “We have a ques-
tionnaire that the client fills out which allows us to learn
more about the customer, their goals and likes and dis-
likes in regards to websites with which they have had
experience. The next step is the generation and design of
their initial website which is then changed and cus-
tomized as required using the customer’s input until a
final product is achieved. Our job doesn’t stop there as
we continue to work with the client by maintaining and
further developing the site as the customer’s business
grows and his needs change.” 

Although it is recommended that you seek profes-
sional help in the development of your website it is
important to remember that for your website to be suc-
cessful it should not be static but rather considered as
another part of your business that must be managed.
You wouldn’t put in a range and not keep track of the cost
and profit involved. The same is true with your website. 

Websites offer the dealer the ability to attract new
customers as well as establish a unique relationship
with existing customers. Depending upon the level of
involvement and interaction desired it is possible to
build a database of your customers and their specific
interest as well as purchases, (if a computerized point
of sale system exists). This information in turn allows
specific advertisements or sales to be directed at a
select group of customers maximizing the impact of
your advertising dollars. It is also possible for the deal-
er through the use of a CMS, (Content Management
System), to manage his own website, (once estab-
lished), by adding photographs of customers trophies,
contest winners or by providing how to tips or by even
answering specific questions. The list is endless and

limited only by the dealers’ imagination.
While web designers exist in almost every communi-

ty today their experience, prices and services offered
vary greatly. The best approach is to talk to several differ-
ent designers to compare prices and services before
making a final decision. It is also a good idea to get a list
of their customers and websites which they have
designed to review their finished products and deter-
mine if their work meets your needs.     

Establishing a website is a personal decision but in
today’s world not having a website is very likely to shut
out potential customers. That makes as much sense as
opening an archery shop in the morning and then lock-
ing the door.

Editor’s Note: In addition to his writing duties, John
Kasun is an outdoor seminar speaker and a business con-
sultant with experience in corporations large and small.
He can be reached at 126 Hickory Lane, Duncansville, PA
16635, by phone at (814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net

This dealer questionnaire is the first step implemented by
Outdoor Business Network when it develops a website for a
client. This information gathering process not only reduces the
development time but allows the finished product to best reflect
the dealer’s products and services as well as the “personality” of
the store.

J.D. Kill, a Senior Account Executive for Outdoor Business
Network is one of the friendly and knowledgeable voices you
hear when you call the Outdoor Business Network. Experienced
staff members like Kill do an excellent job when it comes to
reducing what can be the complicated process of website devel-
opment into one that the client can easily understand.
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JANUARY 8-10, 2009  •  INDIANA CONVENTION CENTER  •  INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

1-866-266-2776  •  WWW.ARCHERYTRADE.ORG

Attend the ATA Trade Show and watch
the big “bucks” trample down your door

Looking to lure the big “bucks?” Then there’s one hunt you don’t want to miss—The ATA Trade Show 2009. 
Three days, over 500 vendors, and more than 300,000 square feet of must-have gear that will lure customers 

to your store like bucks to a doe in heat.  With celebrity appearances and much more, the ATA Trade Show
is your license to touch and try all the products that will take your business to the next level.

Register online today for the only show where money goes back to archery and bowhunting – www.archerytrade.org

O

Register online today for the only show where money goes back to archery and bowhunting – www.archerytrade.org
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Thousands of dollars in prizes
only at the trade show

One-of-a-kind savings
only at the trade show

Industry Celebrity Appearances

Fred
Eichler

Michael
Waddell

And many more at the trade show

Travis
“T-Bone”

Turner
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